
PHARM-SUITE
Pharma-Suite is a modern enterprise resource planning system specifically built to assist 

industries operating in pharmaceutical sector to process manufacturing. It comprises of rich 

pharmaceutic-specific functionalities to navigate the complexities of accounting, inventory 

management and point of scale functions. It is a customized and end-to-end operational 

manufacturing setup specifically designed to streamline the workflow of comprehensive 

pharmaceutic related services in order to boost efficiency and improve customer’s 

experience. This pre-configured manufacturing industry software has incorporated best 

practices while being reengineered for personalization of customer’s requirements. Our 

software Pharm-suit gives you a competitive advantage to become more productive and 

profitable.
.
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PHARM - SUITE
Streamline manufacturing business processes and maximize productivity and profitability with Pharm-

suite ERP System Solutions for –

Purchases

Inventory

QC/ RA

Production

Sales

HR

Accounting

Security



It comprises of rich pharmaceutic-specific functionalities to navigate the complexities of accounting, inventory management 

and point of scale functions.

1. Purchasing

• Local Purchase

Supplier payment due date alert

Purchase the same item from multiple vendors with pre-defined pricing

U/c. and Labels maintain batch wise

Maintain Taxes and Transport Charges etc.

Advance Payment on PO (optional)

• Import

Maintain Indenter Quotation Auto Generate Landed Cost

2 . Inventory Management

• Warehouse Movement

• Material Issue

• Add / Wastage Inventory



3 . QC / RA
• GRN Approval

• Product Specification / Testing

4 . Manufacturing
 Forecasting

 Material Requirement

 Quality Check

 Clearance Certificate

5 . SALES
 Tender Enquiry Management

Product wise Order, Supply and Remaining Quantity 

Late Delivery

District wise Supply Detail

Distributor Charges

Lab or NIH Result PDF Stored in Database



 Distribution Management

Medical rep. visits / monthly performance 

Product wise doctor performance 

Distributor or Chemist Maintain Ledger

 Others 
Sale Order Alert

Purchase Order / Inventory 

Batch wise DTL Report 

Taxes & Charges Report



PURCHASES
Purchases for company are managed seamlessly by this software.

The import module fetches quotations for the product to be imported at the best possible price. All 

possible expenses to incur for its purchase will add to find its net price to calculate its landed cost.

This module will also store important documents such as DIL challan, airway bill and etc. for evidence 

basis.



Similarly, the software also generates a detailed summary of goods that were imported from 

different suppliers by clearly showing its total charge of purchase.



The purchase order position displays the order quantity required and supplied under a given 

period which further determines and shows any remaining quantity of goods yet to be 

received under a G.R.N#.



The payment invoice summary shows the quantity received of a good with its rate. It then displays the 

final amount due which can be paid through cheque or cash. 
Any payable balances yet to be fully paid are clearly shown under the net amount column.



Likewise, the GRN status report gives an overview of the number of goods received by 

clearly showing the goods which were accepted and released while rejecting the 

other and returning them.



Reconcile voucher report helps reconcile digital accounts to its manual books. This can be used to 

detect any errors or apprehensive pursuits. It shows the receive status and reconcile dates for 

authentication basis.



INVENTORY
The inventory module helps manage stocks. It stores information regarding any purchases or sales of 

inventory in a given period of time and calculates the remaining balances.



The purchase batch-wise is a sub-module which helps firms determine their producing capability. It 

provides relevant information like availability of units of carton and labels for packaging basis for orders 

of its products.



QC_RA
This module measures and examines the performance of a firm’s product. It provides a detailed 

specification of the product and test it. Similarly, it also provides information regarding the registration 

of the product. It can generate alerts if a registration is due to expire and reminds the firm to renew it.



PRODUCTION
The production module depicts the resources that will be needed in terms of raw and packing material 

to produce a given amount of a product. It will also provide information relating to the method of 

production as well as its descriptions.



Line clearance certificate is responsible in gathering clearance from different parts of processes in 

manufacturing. It provides a detailed overview of machine, area and environment that are cleaned to 

make sure production doesn’t face any stoppages. This is then approved by the QA. This helps maintain 

standard quality production.



SALES
Our software enables potential sales through several directives.

There are three sub-modules.

1. Sales against the tender:

This module manages sales to government hospitals and authorities.

Several batches are dispatched with the amount to be credited due. These products will then be cross-

examined by the hospital. If results unfold as standard, all remaining receivables will be paid by the client. 

This module will also store lab test results under the lab test status section to vouch for future references 



The batch-wise dtl report provides an overview of the quantity supplied and its lab results from different 

districts of the country.



Furthermore, it also prepares district-wise invoices for the net receivables. It exhibits the net amount 

payable by the client, amount due post standard and sub-standard result, and final outstanding sum.



2. Sales to doctor:

This sub-module manages sales to doctor. It helps maintain doctor’s incentive and provides an 

analysis of medicines sold and incentive covered.



3. Sales to consumers:

This sub-module manages sales and inventories. 

It provides sales alerts for orders against the purchase order days determined by the consumer and firm. 

If the due date to deliver the products elapses, a sale alert is generated.



Similarly, sale order/ inventory gives the firm an analysis of products that need to be produced in order 

to match the required quantity for sale. 



The software also provides a summary of goods that are under purchase order yet to be delivered after 

the due date of its delivery.



Furthermore, it also generates invoice’s summary to show the remaining balance yet to be paid by the 

clients.



Correspondingly, Sale Order Period-Wise gives the firm an overview of company’s performances in selling its 

products comparatively on two fiscal years.



Likewise, sales register shows a detailed analysis of sales over a financial year of a firm clearly determining 

the sales volume over the months. Sales register has the capability to sort sales on the basis of clients or 

products.



HR
Our pharma-suite’s HR module incorporates mechanics that help track employees’ attendance to prevent time theft and 
attendance abuse.

It validates information directly from the biometric device to manage employees’ working hours to 

calculate the final pay entitled to him/her.

The picture below provides a summarization of monthly activities from an employee.

It takes absences, early leaves, late arrivals, overtime hours, off days’ presences and half days into consideration and 

calculates the final income towards the end of the month.

Morning and evening shift hours worked on alternate days are calculated automatically by this module.

The detailed deduction section depicts the net amount that will be automatically subtracted from the income during the 

generation of payslip at the end of each month.



MONTHLY TIME SHEET



The deduction amount under the payslip demonstrates the net amount that is inclusive of all deductions 

calculated above in monthly time sheet.



Similarly, the monthly overtime sheet provides an even detailed info of number of excess hours worked 

by an employee. This makes calculation of monthly salary unpretentious and simpler.



ACCOUNTING
Our accounting module helps manage finances with ease.  It has incorporated powerful tools that 

streamline accounting procedures and helps prevent errors or frauds with top-notch data security. 

The payment voucher gives an all-inclusive overview of transactions with narrations for future references.



The account ledger accurately finds the balances at the end of the financial year for it to be posted 

into the financial statement of the firm. All credit and debit balances are posted here from different 

accounting records.



The software has the capability to generate trial balance for company to help make financial 

statements accurately.



Security
The software has grasped the necessary algorithms which have helped make it extremely safe and 

secured. It gives the firm complete authority over its users and provides them with the ability to restrict or 

allow access to different modules of the software through access control. 



ABOUT US
Our Journey began in 1990 from The Karachi Stock Exchange. Our founder & Director, Mr. Sohail Imran Shaikh initially developed a 

simple software to assist the stockbrokers in automating their daily Settlement & accounting activities that were previously performed 
manually and required considerable time and space. This software bought a dramatic change in their businesses and helped 

Microlinks gain popularity in the Stock Market and thus encouraged many other stockbrokers to use our software solutions to ease 
the complexities and intricacies of accounting-related tasks. Our market grew progressively and consequently led to Microlinks

becoming a Private Limited Company in 2009.

Today we are offering a portfolio of IT solutions with state of the art technology to the brokerage industry by having our Back Office 
system as a flagship product and our Front Office Trading System to support all available platforms. We can serve industries with any 

attributes which are not only limited to Equities, Commodities, Money Market, and Asset Management Companies.

Our research and inspection program consists of top professionals who have targeted different market segments and have assisted 
our development department to come up with a wide variety of products by preparing detailed analytics of the market. Our 

products such as HMS (Hospital Management System), EDU-Smart (Educational Institutes), Pharm-Suit (Pharmaceuticals), Mill-Suite 

(Manufacturing) are examples of projects that are running successfully in different sectors and have help conduct efficiency in their 
businesses.

Our workforce includes skilled & experienced employees from the different horizon of fields. Our team consists of top-notch and 
expert consultants, experienced developers, skilled designers, proficient QA engineers, and qualified support and help desk staff to 

streamline the performance of the business.

We provide quality support services promptly to our clients as well as assisting them in resolving problems relating to day to day 
scenarios associated with our products. This enables our clients to increase their productivity & efficiency with peace of mind 

knowing their IT services are in trusted hands.



OUR CLIENTS


